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In the course of the last two decades following the spatial turn in the humanities and 
social sciences, interest has grown in concepts of space that challenge the ideas of 
national cultures and historiographies that continue to dominate regions such as East 
Central Europe to this day. Within this recent tradition, space and culture are no 
longer understood as fixed entities, but as fluid, hybrid and process-like phenomena. 
In this context, the idea of a three-dimensional and territorial concept of space 
imagined as a container for a specific national culture have become fundamentally 
eroded. 

Ukraine has been present on the political map of Eastern Europe for about as 
long as the spatial turn itself. The oft-mentioned notion of a “divided Ukraine” split 
between East and West demonstrates the problems caused by simplifying views of 
monolithic national cultures located on a physical territory. How does recent research 
in the humanities in the spirit of the spatial turn affect research on “Ukraine” – be it 
conceived as a territory, a region, a nation or the recent state? By focusing on urban, 
rather than national, cultural spaces, this conference will explore the question of how 
critical concepts of space and culture can further enrich historical and cultural 
research on Ukraine. 

We conceive urban cultural spaces as spaces where cultural structures and 
institutions are shaped, where opinions are negotiated and where cultural practices 
take place. The city, as a place made and imagined by humans generates manifold 
private and public spaces which are charged with meaning, both utopian as spots of 
modernity and progress as well as dystopian, connected with decay, anonymity and 
violence. Moreover, cities with their multiple memory spaces provide the frame for the 
practices and policies of dealing with an often contested past. Rather than using 
once more the term and paradigm of collective remembrance, which has mostly 
focused on traumatic experiences such as the Shoah, the conference will focus on 
the manifold and selective (re)appropriations of imperial legacies which can be 
observed in contemporary Ukraine. Therefore, in dealing with cities that are located 
on the territory of today’s Ukraine, we intend to open the floor for several fields of 
discussion by three specific panels. 

 
Panel 1  focuses on urban history . Since historiography dealing with things 

Ukrainian is still marginally concerned with urban development or the history of 
Ukrainian cities, and has previously tended to conceive them as stages for national 
movements, we would like to fill this gap by discussing cultural practices that are 
generating urban cultural spaces, such as the institutionalization processes of opera 
and theater, their role in the formation of public space and the impact of cultural 
transfers from abroad.  

Panel 2 , Representing imperial legacies , will debate memory practices in 
Ukrainian cities related to the imperial past and the transnational entanglements of 
the time. How are the imperial legacies dealt with today? How do city spaces, 
museums and other cultural institutions or the (re)construction of buildings represent 
the past and what does such an “editing” of cityscapes tell us about the present? 
How present or absent is the Soviet past in such narratives of the city as a story – 
and what do these narratives look like in Kyiv, Lviv, Odessa and Kharkiv? 



    

 Related to these two first panels, Panel 3 , Literary urban landscapes , 
invites studies of literature which deal with the literary representation and imaginary 
construction of urban space. To what extent can the metaphor of “the city as text” be 
applied while analyzing the text production about / of urban spaces, and what do 
these written cityscapes look like in writing in different languages, e.g. Polish, 
Ukrainian, Russian, German or Yiddish?  

 
Taking into account the recent political developments in Ukraine, we will also 

provide the opportunity to discuss them in a roundtable dedicated to Urban Spaces 
and the political ideas of Euromaidan . 

 
The conference is organized within in the framework of the international 

research project “Region, Nation and Beyond. An Interdisciplinary and Transcultural 
Reconceptualization of Ukraine” which is jointly financed by cooperation between the 
state-sponsored German, Swiss and Austrian research Funds (DFG, Nationalfonds, 
FWF). 

 
Contact: birgit.kuch@univie.ac.at 
 
 
 
Programme 
 
Conference venue: Institut für Osteuropäische Geschichte, Spitalgasse 2, Hof 3, 
(Hörsaal) 1090 Wien 
 
 
 
Thursday, 3 April 2014  
 
18:00-18:30  Welcome and Opening Remarks   
  Alois Woldan / Philipp Ther (Vienna) 
 
18:30   Key Note Lecture   
  Yaroslav Hrytsak (Lviv): The reading public in the late Habsburg and 
  Romanov empires: Case of large cities 
 
20:30   Conference Dinner   
  Restaurant "Fromme Helene" 
  Josefstädter Straße 15, 1080 Vienna 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Friday, 4 April 2014  
 
 
09:30 -12:00  Panel I: Urban histories 



    

 
  Chair: Guilia Lami (Milan) 
 
  Ostap Sereda (Lviv): Kyiv City Theater as an Urban Cultural Space in 
  the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century 
 
  Birgit Kuch (Vienna): Ital’yanshchina: The craze for Italian opera in 
  Odessa until the middle of the nineteenth century 
 
   Coffee break 
 
  Jan Fellerer (Oxford): One City United by Different Languages:  
  Linguistic Practices in Late Habsburg Lviv  
 
  Comment: Jacek Purchla (Kraków) 
 
12:30   Lunch (Buffet) 
 
 
14:30 - 17:30 Panel II: Representing imperial legacies  
 
  Chair: Andreas Kappeler (Vienna) 
  
  Viktoriya Sereda (Lviv): (Re)imagining the City Landscape: the Interplay 
  of the Imperial, Soviet and Ukrainian Past in Symbolic Marking and 
  Identity Shaping in Ukrainian Cities 
 
  Olha Martynyuk (Kyiv): Back to Capitalism: Symbolic Representations 
  of Imperial Kyiv in Today's Cityscape 
 
  Tanya Richardson (Waterloo, Canada): Subjectifying Odessa:  
  Collecting, Nostalgia, Place 
 
  Coffee break 
 
  Markian Prokopovych (Vienna): City Branding and Memory Politics in 
  Post-Soviet Lviv 
 
  Comment: Harald Binder (Lviv / Vienna) 
 
 
18:00 -18:45 Performative Presentation   
  Bohdan Shumylovych (Lviv): Soviet Housing and Mediascape 
 
19:00 -20:30 Roundtable Discussion 
  Urban spaces and the political ideas of Euromaidan (with Yaroslav 
  Hrytsak, Tatiana Zhurzhenko, Viktoriya Sereda, Bohdan Shumylovych, 
  chaired by Philipp Ther) 
 
  Followed by Wine reception 
 



    

 
 
Saturday, 5 April 2014 
 
10:00 - 12:30 Panel III: Literary urban landscapes   
 
  Chair: Kerstin Susanne Jobst (Vienna) 
 
  Katarzyna Kotynska (Kraków): Львів як пазл. Образи міста у  
  популярній літературі останніх 20 років / Lviv as a puzzle. The image 
  of the city in the popular literature of the last two decades 
 
  Natalka Rymska (Warsaw): Andrzej Chciuk's 'one and a half city':  
  Representations of urban spaces in 'Atlantis' and 'Lunar Land' 
 
  Coffee break 
 
  Dominika Rank (Lviv): The design of urban space on the pages of the 
   works of Brody’s Jewish writers 
 
  Comment: Alexander Kratochvil (Prague / St. Gallen) 


